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In a sample X,, , X,, independently and identically distributed with distribution F, a linear statistic 
T=(I/N)Z;,y, T, can be defined, where T, =4(X,), and b( ‘) is some function. For this statistic, a 
‘natural’ nonparametric variance estimator is the sample variance (l/N) I,‘_, (T, - T)-‘, the denominator 
N ~ I often being used instead of N. 
However, if the sample is stationary but weakly dependent, the same estimator would not work, since 
it fails to take into account the covariances among the T,‘s. Moreocer, in many time series problems, 
the objective is to estimate a parameter of the Mth dimensional marginal, and not just of the lirst- 
dimensional marginal distribution. Thus, the linear statistic in this case must be of the form 
T(X ,,..., X,,)=(l/(N~M+l))C,~J”” T,, where T=&,(X ,,_.., X,+,_,), and &,(.) is now a 
function of a whole block of observations. 
In the present report, we formulate the nonparametric variance estimator corresponding to a sample 
variance of the linear statistic T(X,, , X,,). The proposed estimator depends on a design parameter 
h that tends to infinity as the sample size N increases. The optimal rate at which b should tend to infinity 
is found that minimizes the asymptotic order of the Mean Squared Error in estimation. Special emphasis 
is given to the case where M tends to infinity as well as N, in which case a general version of the linear 
statistic is introduced that estimates a parameter of the whole (infinite-dimensional) joint distribution 
of the sequence {X,,, n EL}. 
mixing sequences * linear statistics * nonparametric variance estimation 
1. Introduction 
Let {X,,, n E Z} be a strictly stationary and weakly dependent multivariate time series, 
where X, takes values in [Wd. The degree of dependence is quantified by the various 
mixing coefficients (cf. Roussas and Ioannides, 1987). We will particularly make 
use of Rosenblatt’s a-mixing or strong-mixing coefficient which is defined as follows: 
ax(k) = y,p lP(A n B) - f’(A)f’(B)I, 
BE 9; are events in the a-algebras generated by 
n 3 k} respectively. 
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Suppose p E R” is a parameter of the whole (infinite-dimensional) joint distribu- 
tion of sequence {X,,, n E Z}. As a matter of course, parameters of a finite-dimensional 
marginal are also covered in this general framework. We will now describe a way 
to obtain consistent estimators of p in the form of an average of functions defined 
on the observations, i.e., in the form of a general linear statistic. 
For each N = 1,2, . . . let B,,M,L be the block of M consecutive observations starting 
from (i- l)L+ 1, i.e., the subseries Xc,-,)L+, , . . . , Xci--I)L+M, where M, L are integer 
functions of N. Note that Bi,M,L for i = . . . , -1, 0, +l, . . . can be gotten from 
{X,,, n E Z} by a ‘window’ of width M which is ‘moving’ at lags L at a time. 
Now define T,M,L = 4M(B,,v,L), where +M :RdM + IWO is some function. So for 
fixed N, the T,M,L for i E Z constitute a strictly stationary sequence. In practice we 
would observe a segment X, , . . . , X, from the time series {X,,}, which would permit 
us to compute T,,M,L for i=l,...,Q only, where Q=[(N-M)/L]+l and [.I is 
the integer part function. We can think of the T,,,,,‘s as a triangular array whose 
Nth row consists of Tii,M,L, i = 1, . . . , Q. 
Finally we are in a position to define the general linear statistic: 
Under broad regularity conditions TN is a consistent estimator of p. Loosely 
stated, these regularity conditions consist of a weak dependence structure (allowing 
the variance of 7, to tend to zero as N + CO), and a condition of unbiasedness or 
asymptotic unbiasedness of T,,M,L, i.e., ET,,,,L = p, or ET,,A,.L + p as M + CO. We 
will mention here some examples of time series statistics that can fit in this framework. 
For the examples assume X, is univariate, i.e., d = 1. 
(I) The sample mean: X, = (l/N)Cr=, Xi. Just take M = L= 1 and +M to be 
the identity function. Here the parameter of interest is p= EX, . 
(II) The (unbiased) sample autocovariance at lag s: (l/( N - s)) 2:;’ XIX,+, . 
Take L=l, M=s+l,+,,,(x ,,..., x~)=x,x~,, and P=.EX,X,+,. 
(III) The lag-window spectral density estimator, where we take 
L(r-I)-cM 
4Mm.M,L!=& , L(,_,)+, w:“‘xl e-j’“’ 27 c (3) 
i.e., T,M,L (w) is the periodogram of block B, ,,, L 1 1 of data ‘tapered’ by the function 
Wt”‘, and evaluated at the point w E [0,27~]. (Note that the symbol j denotes the 
unit of imaginary numbers a, in order to avoid confusion with i, the block count.) 
In this example, p =f( w), the spectral density function evaluated at the point w. 
For multivariate time series we can similarly use our formulation of the general 
linear statistic to define the sample cross-covariance and cross-spectrum estimators. 
In this paper we address the question of the nonparametric estimation of the 
asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of a TN, as N + 00. Having such a variance 
estimate is required in order to get confidence regions for p via the Central Limit 
Theorem. 
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To fix ideas, let us momentarily go back to the sample mean case, as in example 
(1). Let X,, . . . , XN be observations from the univariate stationary sequence {X,}, 
with mean p = EX, . Then 
cl ‘,-Var(mXN)=Var(X,)+2 g 1-G CO~(X,,X,+~). 
t-1 ( I 
Assuming a sufficiently weak dependence structure such that 
I;“_, ICov(X,, x,+ol COO (namely that the variance of X, is of order l/N, as it is 
under independence), it is seen that (~2 exists. The question then is how to estimate 
a2, or a$. 
One way is to estimate the covariances Cov(X, , X,,,) and to plug them in the 
formula above. However, this simple procedure is not consistent. The problem that 
arises is that for lags close to N, the covariance estimates are unreliable because 
they are based on a progressively smaller sample size. This is a common problem 
in the literature concerning spectral estimation (cf. Grenander and Rosenblatt, 1957; 
Hannan, 1970; Brillinger, 1975; Priestley, 1981), where ‘tapering’ the estimated 
covariances is proposed, before plugging into the summation formula. Since estimat- 
ing the variance of the sample mean is essentially estimating the spectral density at 
frequency zero, this proposal would work here as well. 
The problem itself however seems to suggest another way to look at this situation. 
From the sample of size N we can only hope to estimate well Cov(X,, X,,,) for 
i=l,..., b, where b Q N. It follows that we can only hope to estimate well crf , and 
not *2,. But there is a natural way to estimate LT~ from X,, . . . , XN, namely to look 
at the sample variability of (l/A) c:Lf-’ X,, for i = 1,. . . , N-b + 1. This idea leads 
to the natural estimate 
which can be viewed as a ‘sample variance’ in this case. 
It is easy to see that if b is fixed, then &i/N + ai = Var( (l/a) c:=, X,), as N + 00, 
with probability one. Similarly, if b + ~0 as well but at a smaller rate than N (allowing 
N-b + a), it is seen that &EIN + a;, as N + KJ, with probability one. 
The question remains: Why use (T- *iI, as an estimate of the variance of JN X, ? 
The justification is that a: is a closer approximation to a% than vf = Var(X,) is. 
The approximation becomes better and better as b and N tend to infinity, because 
from af + cr; and ok + v’, , it is seen that IaL -ail + 0. 
The same idea extends immediately to the context of a general linear statistic. As 
before, from the sample of the T,M,L’~, for i = 1,. . . , Q, we can only hope to estimate 
well the variance of (l/&)C~~~~’ z,M,L, instead of the variance of 
(f/G) cp_, T,,,,,. This leads to the natural nonparametric estimate 
(6) 
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which can be termed a blocked sample variance and will be the subject of our 
subsequent investigation. 
In the papers by Carlstein (1986a, 1986b, 1988, 1989), a quite similar variance 
estimator was introduced for a general (not necessarily linear) statistic based on 
subseries values, and consistency and asymptotic normality were proved in the case 
of estimating a parameter of a finite-dimensional marginal of the stationary process. 
By taking advantage of the special structure associated with a genera1 linear statistic, 
we are able to further obtain results on the bias and the variance of the variance 
estimator as well. However, the central contribution of the present paper is to allow 
for the possibility of working with an estimator consistent for a parameter of the 
whole (infinite-dimensional) distribution of the process. This is achieved by letting 
the parameter M tend to infinity with increasing sample size. An additional feature 
is the use of overlapping subseries used in the variance estimator. Using overlapping 
instead of adjacent nonoverlapping subseries does not reduce the order of magnitude 
of the variance of c,,/ N, but it typically reduces it by a constant factor which in the 
sample mean example is 33%. 
It is important to also note that the sample variance estimate 65 coincides with 
the ‘stationary’ or ‘moving blocks’ jackknife estimate of variance introduced in 
Kiinsch (1989) and Liu and Singh (1988). Analogously, the variance estimate c,,hlN 
coincides with the ‘blocks of blocks’ jackknife estimate that was studied in Politis 
and Roman0 (1989, 1990). 
The blocked sample variance will be formally defined in the next section, and 
conditions under which it is a consistent estimator of the asymptotic variance of 
fl 7, will be given. In Section 3, the asymptotic order of the Mean Squared Error 
of the blocked sample variance will be calculated, and the optimal (from the point 
of view of Mean Squared Error) rate at which the design parameter b should tend 
to infinity will be identified. 
2. Consistency of the sample variance estimator 
Let us now introduce some basic assumptions in connection with the set-up of linear 
statistics defined in the introduction. These assumptions will be used in showing 
consistency of the sample variance estimator. In what follows, all order notations 
and asymptotic statements will hold for the sample size N tending to infinity. 
(AO) {X,, , n E Z} is strictly stationary and a-mixing, i.e., ox(k) + 0 as k + a, where 
a,(k) = sup,,, IP(A n B) - P(A)P (B)l, and A E S!,, BE 9,” are events in the (T- 
algebras generated by {X,,, n s 0} and {X,, n 2 k} respectively. 
(Al) E( 7-:“,& L12P+’ . , <C,foralln=l,..., D, for all M, where p is an integer with 
p > 2, and 0 < 6 s 2, C > 0 are some constants. (Note that the law of T,,M,L does not 
depend on L since it is obtained from the first block of observations.) 
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(AZ) ET ML=p , . + 0( Q-I”), where p is a parameter of the infinite-dimensional 
joint distribution of the X,,‘s. 
(A3) fl (T, -ET,) 3 N(0, Cm), the multivariate normal distribution with a 
positive definite covariance matrix 1,. = (u ,.,, I), where (T,,~,* > 0, i = 1, . . , D. 
In stating the assumptions we have denoted Tt,‘z,, to be the nth coordinate of 
Tz,M,L (recall that the parameter p takes values in R”, and thus so does its estimator 
T,). 
The asymptotic normal distribution of assumption (A3) can be used to yield 
approximate confidence regions for ET,v, which would be asymptotically valid 
confidence regions for p as well, provided a stronger form of assumption (A2) 
holds, namely that ET,,,,, = p +o(Q-“’ ). Alternatively, by using an asymptotic 
expansion for the bias of the form ET,.M,L = p + p, + o( QP”I), we can get confidence 
regions for p based on the asymptotic normal distribution, provided now that we 
can estimate /I,. 
However, the asymptotic variance matrix must also be estimated in order for the 
Central Limit Theorem to be used. To this effect we introduce the blocked sample 
1 
variance matrix VhiN, whose entry at row n, and column n2 estimates the covariance 
between (l/4’%) C:=, T:,“n;:L and (l/d) I:~, Tj,‘$,, and is given by 
The following theorem gives 
sample variance. 
conditions ensuring the consistency of the blocked 
Theorem 1. Under assumptions (AO), (AL), (AZ), (A3) and if 
(i) M=o(N) and L-aM,_ for some a E (0, 11; 
(7) 
(ii) b+a and b = o(Q); 
(iii) Cr=‘=, kP~‘(a,(k))*l”“+*‘<oo; 
then, for any n,, n,E{l,. . . , D}, we have 
The proof of Theorem 1 amounts to controlling the order of magnitude of the 
Mean Squared Error of qi;‘G2. It will not be given in detail here, since in the next 
section the problem of calculating the asymptotic order of the Mean Squared Error 
and the optimal rate at which b should tend to infinity will be explicitly addressed. 
As it turns out, EC:)‘? = Vi;‘;‘+ 0( b/ Q) and Var( cx;‘$) = 0( b/ Q), where Vij’$ - 
Cov((l/fi)CF=, T),>~L,(l/~)C~C, Ti,$,), and V~j’~‘+~,,,,2,, as b-+a, by the 
Central Limit Theorem of assumption (A3). 
It is important to observe that if p is a parameter of a finite-dimensional distribu- 
tion, say the autocovariance at lag s, then both M and L can be taken to be fixed 
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numbers, say M = s + 1 and L = 1. For a parameter of the infinite-dimensional joint 
distribution however, M should tend to infinity with the sample size N. It turns out 
that in this case, due to the high dependence of the summands T+.rL, the variance 
of the general linear statistic T N is of order 0( M/N), regardless of whether 
L=o(M), or L-aM. 
To elaborate, note that 
Var(r,)=i Var(T,,,,,)+2 ; l-6 Cov,,,,(i) , [ r=, ( ‘1 1 
where Cov ~,,~.L(k)‘Cov(T,,M,L, T,+k,M,L). Now the summation CT=, (l- 
(i/ 0)) COVW,L (i) can be broken into two sums, namely CFy!“’ and Cz,M,L1+,, 
the first one being of order 0( M/ L) and the second being uniformly bounded (see 
also the proof of Lemma 2 and equation (22)). Since Q - N/L, it follows that 
Var(T,)=O(M/N). 
Nevertheless, the covariance estimate ?‘l’nZ hihr is consistent only if the variance of 
7, is of order 0(1/Q). Our assumption (A3) and condition L- aM of Theorem 
1 are there to ensure that this is true. 
It should also be noted that condition (iii) is not hard to fulfill; in particular, it 
is satisfied if the following holds: 
(iv) ax(k)=O(km”), where h>p(2p+6)/6. 
Note that (iv) is one of the most relaxed conditions on the mixing rate for the 
Central Limit Theorem of assumption (A3) to hold in the first place. So, by assuming 
(iv) for some sufficiently large A, we can omit (A3) from the assumptions of Theorem 
1, since then (A3) follows from a theorem of Tikhomirov (1980). However we need 
the existence of a common asymptotic variance. So if we formulate the weaker 
assumption 
(A3’) For n, , n, taking values in { 1,. . . , D), and for Q-co as N + 00, 
lim N_ur Cov((l/@) Cz, T$!&, (l/a) Cz, Tj,‘&) exists and equals cn,.n2.x, 
the following corollary of Theorem 1 is immediate. 
Corollary 1. Under assumptions (AO), (Al), (A2), (A3’) and conditions (i), (ii), and 
(iv), we have 
3. Mean squared error of variance estimation 
In this section, the asymptotic order of the Mean Squared Error of the blocked 
sample variance will be calculated, and the optimal (from the point of view of Mean 
Squared Error) rate at which b should tend to infinity will be found. 
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We will concentrate on p and T, being univariate, i.e., D = 1, in order to avoid 
cumbersome notations. The same arguments and results apply to the general case 
as well, if we focus on any single element of the blocked sample variance matrix. 
We will investigate the asymptotic second order properties of the blocked sample 
variance estimator 
(10) 
which, under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, is a consistent estimator of u$ (u,,,+ 
in the notation of the previous section). 
In starting, let us define some quantities that are closely related to c,,h:N, though 
easier to work with. So for I = 1,2, . . , h, where h is an integer that depends on the 
sample size N, let 
(11) 
where q,=[(Q-b-l+l)/h]+l. It is easy to see that cb,,,,=(l/(Q-b+l))x 
c:‘_=, q.,%/% 1 and because all the 9,‘s are of the same asymptotic order as q = 
[(Q-b)/h]+l=q,, it is immediate that ~~,N-(l/h)C~,, ?(j:lN. 
We will investigate the statistical properties of c ,,, N through the properties of the 
0,/F, ‘s. In particular, it would suffice to examine the statistical properties of ?A$‘:, , 
since the cky,‘s are asymptotically identically distributed for I = 1,2,. . . , h. This 
is established in the following Theorem 2 and Lemma 1, concerning the calculation 
of the first two moments of ci/F,, and its asymptotic normality respectively. 
Theorem 2. Under the assumptions and conditions of Theorem 1, and the additional 
requirement h - a,,b, for some a,, E (0, 11, we have 
Ei?,?,= V,,,+O(b/Q), (12) 
Var( %“,%) = O( bl Q), (13) 
for any I~{1,2,. . . , h}, where V,,,,-Var((l/Ji;)C~=, Tii,&. 
Lemma 1. Under the assumptions and conditions of Corollary 1, and the additional 
requirement h - a,,b, for some a,, E (0, 11, the estimator ?‘i’l hlN is asymptotically normal, 
namely 
( CA& - V,,,,)/JVar( oLyN) 3 N(0, l), (14) 
for any I~{1,2,. . ., h}. 
To calculate the bias of cA$‘h, which is defined as 
Bias(Gt:‘~)~E~~:‘~-V,,,=(V,,,-V,,,)+O(b/Q), (15) 
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it remains to estimate VhIN - VoIN. Note that VuIN = Var((l/@) Cz, Tji,M,L), and 
lim N_s V,, ,,, = (T:, as in assumption (A3’). This will be the subject of the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 2. Under the assumptions and conditions of Corollary 1, V,, N - V,,, N = 
0(1/b). 
Using the estimate from Lemma 2 and Theorem 2, and bearing in mind that 
Bias(c,,hlN)= EcbhIN- VoIN= Bias( c))$‘k), Corollary 2 is offered. 
Corollary 2. Under the assumptions and conditions of Corollary 1 we have 
Bias(~,,,N)=Bias(~~$‘~)=O(l/b)+O(b/Q). 
Lemma 3. Under the assumptions and conditions of Corollary 1, Var( ?,,, N) = 0( b/ Q). 
The estimate offered in Lemma 3 can not generally be improved. This can be 
verified by a theorem of Kiinsch (1989) stating that in the sample mean example 
(where M = L = 1, Q - N, and dM( 1) is the identity function) we have Var( q,,,,) - 
(4b/(3Q))az. As a Corollary of Lemma 3 and Corollary 2, the choice of the 
block size b is suggested in order to minimize the Mean Squared Error of 
variance estimation. If we define the Mean Squared Error to be MSE( ?,,,,) = 
E&W - VWN )*, then we have 
Corollary 3. Under the assumptions and conditions of Corollary 1, the choice b- 
a,,Q”j, for some constant a,, > 0, minimizes the asymptotic order of the Mean Squared 
Error, yielding MSE( e,,,,) = 0( Q-“‘). 0 
The constant a,, could be calculated if the specifics of the particular estimation 
problem are given, thus enabling us to explicitly calculate the proportionality 
constants in the order of magnitude results of Corollary 2 and Lemma 3. For 
example, if the linear statistic under consideration is the sample mean, Bias( qbhl N) - 
(-2/b) CT=, k Cov(X,, X,), and Var( cbrhlN)-(4b/(3Q))a2 (cf. Kiinsch, 1989). In 
that case, an asymptotically optimal choice would be to let ah = 
2”33”31C;=, k Cov(X,,, Xk)12’3/a$3, where of course all unknown quantities must 
be consistently estimated. 
Bearing in mind that estimation of (~2 is our original problem at hand, one can 
see that the problem of choosing b in practice poses difficulties, even in the simplest 
example (case of the sample mean). One possible way out would be to calculate 
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C,N for a suitable range of b values. In this way we would have chhlN expressed 
as a function of b that should be simultaneously solved (for p,,,N and b) with the 
A 
relationship guaranteeing asymptotic MSE optimality, i.e., V,,, N = R ^ 7 6 N/b- , where 
l? is a consistent estimate of Ix;_, k Cov(X,,, X,)1. Other practical guidelines for 
choosing b are given in Politis and Roman0 (1989). 
Some comments are also in order regarding the order of magnitude of the Mean 
Squared Error as given in Corollary 3. For concreteness let us once again consider 
the sample mean example. Recall that in the case of an independent sample we 
would take b = 1 in the definition of the blocked sample variance and we would 
recover the ordinary sample variance which has a Mean Squared Error of order 
0( N-‘) associated with it. However, in the presence of weak dependence quantified 
by a mixing condition, the Mean Squared Error of the blocked sample variance 
jumps to being of order 0( Nm2,‘3), a very abrupt change if we consider that the 
covariance terms in equation (4) could be arbitrarily close to zero. 
It is interesting to consider the case of m-dependence, i.e., the case where 
CV,~ (k) = 0, for all k > m, which is a situation intermediate between independence 
(which is the same as O-dependence) and strong mixing. Looking at the proof of 
Lemma 2 it is seen that V,,, - V,,:, would still be of order 0( l/ b), thus yielding 
a minimum Mean Squared Error again of order 0( Nm”3). Thus, in this particular 
situation, it seems preferable to use formula (4) directly, replacing the unknown 
covariances with sample estimates, and taking advantage of the knowledge that 
Cov(X,, Xk+,) =O, for all k> m. 
To conclude, observe that in the sample mean case the blocked sample variance 
estimate is identical to a spectral estimate of the lag-window type with W:““= 1 
(cf. formula (3)) evaluated at frequency zero (cf. Kiinsch 1989). In this respect, the 
choice b- u,,N”~ and the resulting Mean Squared Error of order 0( Nm”‘3) are well 
known to be optimal. To further reduce the Mean Squared Error, (by means of 
reducing the bias), the use of a tapering window W:“’ is suggested in the spectra1 
estimation literature. This technique was also successfully applied in the tapered 
blocks jackknife method of Kiinsch (1989). In Priestley (1981) many different 
tapering windows are presented that lead to the bias of the spectral estimate being 
of O(I/ b’), resulting in an optimal choice b - a,N”’ and a Mean Squared Error 
of order 0( N-j”). The prototype of such a window is W:“’ = w(( t -0.5)/b), where 
w: (0, 1) + (0,l) is a function symmetric about 1 and nondecreasing on (0, i). 
Taking w(t) = 2t for t s 1 corresponds to a spectral estimate that is equivalent to a 
periodogram smoothed using Parzen’s kernel. 
By analogy to the extensively studied sample mean case, we can define the tapered 
blocked sample variance $,yd which, in the setting of the genera1 linear statistic T,W, 
is an estimator of the variance of a TN, 
(16) 
It is plausible that with proper choice of the tapering window the estimator oayh 
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will achieve a smaller Mean Squared Error than e,,hlN, by possessing a bias of 
smaller order. 
4. Technical proofs 
Proof of Theorem 2. First note that conditions (i), (ii) imply q+oo and h +oo, as 
well as Q + 00. In addition, they imply that N/M - aQ. 
We will carry out the proof for the case I= 1, the other cases being similar. Let 
us denote g, = (l/A) ~:~<:!h,~~+, 7;,M,L. Then, 
where 
A, = ; ,f (ii - EL?,)‘, 
I 1 
The proof will proceed by showing that AN is the dominant part of CL;‘;, both 
in terms of expected value and variance. Recall that the X,‘s are czx mixing and 
the gi are functions of finite blocks of them. Hence the fi, are cr~,~,~ mixing with 
a&,,,(n) s ax ([(n-l)h-(b-l)]L-M), (17) 
for n 2 n, = [M/(AL) + (b - 1)/h]+ 1. Since from our conditions A4 = O(L) and 
b = O(h), it is ensured that there will be a smallest n, such that (17) will hold 
regardless of the value of N. Hence, for all practical purposes, the 6,‘s i E Z, can 
be treated as governed by the same mixing coefficient, namely the right-hand side 
of formula (17). 
First note that EAN = Var(i,) = VhIN, and 
Var(A,)=$Var(6,-@,)2+$~~‘(q-i) 
I 1 
xCov{(& - El?,)?, (En+, -I?&+,)*}. (18) 
But a well-known theorem of Ibragimov (cf. Roussas and Ioannides, 1987) gives 
Cov{(ii, - Eg,)‘, (ii+, -E&+,)‘} 
G lO(E(i., - E~,~2p)““(~~,~,~(i))~p~~“p. (19) 
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Also, from a theorem of Yokoyama (1980) and conditions (iii) and (Al), the 
following moment inequality holds: 
E&E&1*% KX(EIT,,M,LIZp+fi)2p’(2f+~‘, (20) 
where Kx depends only on a, and p. Combining the above with assumption (Al) 
yields 
Var(A,) = 0 f+ 5 Ti’ (q - i)(aa,,,,(i))‘P~*‘/p). 
I 1 
(21) 
Now, from condition (iii) it also follows that x7=, (aX(k))(Pm2)‘P < 00, since in 
assumption (Al) it is assumed that p 23. Thus, by the discussion relating (YE,~,~ 
with ax, it follows that Var(A,) = 0( l/q) = O(b/Q), since q - Q/h, and h is of 
the same order of magnitude as b. 
To complete the proof, it is not hard to see that ED, = O(b/Q), ED& = 
O(b2/ 9% ECN = O(m) = O(bl Q), and ECk=O(b/qQ)=O(b’/Q*). To 
elaborate, let us focus on II,, since C N can be handled in a similar way. 
Since assumption (A2) implies p = (l/A) Eg., = 0( Qm”2), and ET, - p = 
0( Q-l”) as well, we gather that EDN = bE( TN - p)*+ 0( b/ Q). Finally, E( TN - 
~)2=Var(~N)+(E~N-~))‘=0(1/Q), and the result ED, = 0( b/ Q) is obtained. 
Similarly, look at 
Again by using Yokoyama’s theorem and assumption A, we have E( TN - p)” = 
0( Q-‘) and E( TN - p)’ = 0( Qme3”), from which the result ED; = O(b’/Q’) is 
proved. 0 
Proof of Lemma 1. Again the proof will be carried out for the case I = 1 only, the 
other cases being similar. To prove the asymptotic normality, consider the decompo- 
sition Pk$‘h = A, -2CN + D,, which is used in the proof of Theorem 2. From 
condition (iv) and Tikhomirov’s theorem it follows that 
(AN - Vi,,Nh’Var(& 1 s N(O, I), 
because EAN = VhIN. Looking again at the proof of Theorem 2, it is easy to see 
that JaTi7 CN 1I-t 0 and m D, JL 0. Since both Var(A,) and Var( ?L$‘,&) are of 
the same asymptotic order, namely b/Q, an application of Slutsky’s theorem com- 
pletes the proof. 0 
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Proof of Lemma 2. From Ibragimov’s theorem and assumption (Al) it follows that 
lcov T&Jk)I = 0((Y7,,,(k))(2’p~‘)+fi)‘(2p+fi), (22) 
where Cov r,.M.L(k) = Cov(T,,,,,,, TL,M,L). As in the proof of Theorem 2, it is seen 
that, viewed as a sequence in i = 1,2,. . for any N, the 7; ,,,, L’s are LY~,~,,_ mixing with , , 
a,,,,(k)~~x(kL-ML 
for kzm+l, where m=[l/a]. 
Also, from condition (iv), ax (k) = 0( km”); therefore, crThl,! (k) = 0( kL - M) -* = 
O(M-“(ok-l), for kzm+l. 
Hence 
lCovT,*,., (k)l=O(M-“(ak-1)-l’), (23) 
for k 2 m + 1, where v = A (2( p - 1) + S)/(2p + 6). Since by condition (iv) we have 
v > (p/S)(2p -2-t 6) 2 9, it is immediately seen that I:=, klCovT,M,,( k)l is bounded 
by a constant independent of M and L. 
Now 
= f 
h=I 
k(i-;)Cov 
k=Wl+l 
k ;-; Cov,,,,(k) 
( ) 
+z 
I\=h+, ( ) 
1 -; Cov,;,,,(k). 
Since m is a fixed constant, the first term in the above expression is 0( l/b). Thus 
3 Vo,fV - v,,,)=O(l/b)+C,-Co, 
where 
C,,= ; ;cov -r,M,L(k) + ; Cov7;M.L(k), 
h=fl+l h-h+1 
c,= ; $cov -r,w(k) 
h = ,,I + I 
Finally, since Ic,~;,+, CovT,,.,L(k)l~C~zh+, (k/b)lCov.,,,(k)l, and using the fact 
that the sum I,“_,, k[Cov T,M,L(k)I is bounded, we have that Ch =0(1/b), and Co = 
O(l/Q)=o(l/b). 0 
Proof of Lemma 3. As mentioned in Section 3, we have that +hIN -(l/h) I:‘;, eLyN. 
Now if we let & = GE{‘; we have 
Var i ,;, 6h 
( ) 
=j$ i i Cov(t;, ‘,I =j+(!$) =O(blQ), 
I 1 IpI 
where it was used that by Theorem 2 and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
COV(6,ei) = O(b/Q), for any i and j. Hence the lemma is proved. 0 
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